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                       and Michiaki KAWAGUCHI*

                            (Received June 30, 1976)

                                 Abstract

    A formal, mechanical approach to theorem-proving appears to be the most

promising from a standpoint of realizing the need for inference in the field of

deductive science.

    In this paper, we have described an effective and fiexible proof procedure

in mechanical theorem-proving. The modified analytic tableaux is a variant of

the "analytic tableaux" of Smullyan. This method is compatible with the resolu-

tion method, which forms the basis for probably all contemporary theorem-
provers for predicate calculus, Theoretically, the proposed proof procedure can

be considered as an extension of the resolution method.

    Also, it was proved that this proof procedure is complete, and several
applications of this method are discussed.

                             1. Introduction

    A formal, mechanical approach to theorem-proving appears to be the most
promising from a standpoint of realizing the need for inference in the field of

deductive science. For, many problems which need inference, i.e., deduction,

inductioll, etc., for example, deductive question answering, problem solving,

program analysis, program synthesis, and many others, can be formulated as

theorem-proving. And furthermore, the method of mechanical theorem-proving
may be used as a mathematician's assistant, in other words, the proof checking

techniques and proof finding techniques in mechanical theorem-proving will allow

the mathematician to try out his ideas for proofs that are still quite vague, and

may speed up mathematical work.
    Since 1960s or thereabouts, the proof procedures in mechanical theorem-
proving based on the formal system, which is called first-order predicate calculus

(for short, first-order logic), has been studied theoretically, and has been impie-

mented by digital computers. The different effective proof procedures for first-

order logic exist because it has been most wldely explored in mathematical logic.

These procedures may be divided into two different types, One is to use
techniques developed within the framework of the Herbrand theorem which was
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          '
proved by Herbrand in 1930. Given axioms {Ai, ･･･, A.} and a formula B, rather
than trying-"eo'''firid ･a'Lproof of B from {Ab ･･･, A.}, we try to show that there

can be no interpretation of {Ab･ny･,A.,,-vB}. Methodologically although the
essential idea is to ･;reduce･'the framework･of the search from forrnulas in the

first-order logic to formula･s which can be treated to belong to propositional logic,

in other words, it suggests a way to avoid the impossibility of enumerating all

models, if we are to use the Herbrand theorem directly, we would face two
immediate difliculties. The first is how to choose the formulas which can be

treated to belong to propositional logic, in such a way as to lead as quickly as

possible to'a contradiction. The second is the size of the truth tables that must

be computed. Nu;nerous investigations in mechanical theorem-proving from a
Herbrand point of view have been attempted to overcome these two difliculties').

A major breakthrough was made by J. A. Robinson2) in 1965, who introduced
the:resolution principle, a single inference rule to which the syllogism principle

of propositional logic, which was called resolution, and the instantlation principle

of first-order logic, which was called factoring, were combined. Since the intro-

duction of resolution principle,' many refinements for the resolution principle

have been made in an attempt to further increase its ethciency'). The bther is

to us'e'the Gentzen-like formal system which is based on NK (Natttrlicher Kalktil)

or LK (Logistischer Kalkti1)3). In Gentzen-type proof procedure, we actually try

to produce proof, namely we try to derive proof by backward reasoning to
axioms from the theorem to be proved. It is also used to describe the semantics

fQr prograilnming lapguage,in the logic of programs because of its natural, effective

notatlon.
 I' . At' ttrese4t, tbe mechanizations of inferences are studied in various directions,

ixsing. higher-order logic, modal logic, whose intent is to provide a more natural

language for the expressibn of problems, extending the expressive power of log-
       E'ical language, and special-purpose deduction systems that appear quite promising
f9r PIrnOffi?.sM. pgSreirfi, CoautirOnp'urpose is to formulate a machine-oriented proof procedure

for proving theorems which will answer some reasonably complicated questions
before overstepping the bounds of available time and memory space as a certain

possltbili,t,y of proof procedure in mechanica} theorem-proving.

    The remainder of this work is divided into three chapters. Chapter 2 de-
scfibes the rules for the construction of modified analytic tableaux, containing the

description of the language to be used in a proof procedure of first-order logic.

Chaptgr 3 contains the, proof procedure based on modified analytic tableaux and

its completene,ss. In chapter 4, we discuss the main features of this method in

ifileatiinOtnerteO-st:.ntgheSrggYeOmf sPZG9CtehdUer.eaSniapilieds.describe the p,ossibilities of application to

                                                            tt tt ttt                            Z. FormalSystem
          '    ttt tt    Our '£ormal system consists of the followifig; first-order language L, inter-
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pretation of L, rules for the construction of modified analytic tableaux.

  2.1 First-order Ianguage

    2. 1. 1 A first-order language has the following symbols:

      1) Variables

            a)boundvariables x,y,z,xbybzb''';
            b)freevariables a,b,c,ctbbbcb'''･
      2) For each n, the n-ary function symbols and the n-ary predicate symbols

          (O-ary function symbol is called a constant).

      3) The symbols N, V, &, ->, V, ],(,), {,}, [,],,･
    We use syntactical variables`). They vary through the expressions of the

language being discussed. Thus a syntactical variables may mean any expression

of the language. We shall use German letters as syntactical variables. In par-

ticular, i.t, b will be syntactical variables which vary through all expression, and

we use hs syntactical variables:

      1) g, b, 3, ･･-, which vary through bound variables;

      2) a, b, c, ･･･, which vary through free variables;

      3) f, g, b, ･･･, which vary through function symbols;
      4) ut, S5, ig, ･･･, which vary through predicate symbols;

      5)e ,whichvariesthroughconstants.
    2. 1.2 Terms are defined recursively as follows:

      1) Avariable is a'term, ' ･
      2) If ltb ･･･, u. are terms and f is n-ary, then f(ub ･･･,1;,,) is a term (a con-

          stant is a term).

      3) The terms consist exactly of those expressions generated by 1) and 2).

    We use ti, ･･･, t. as syntactical variables which vary through terms.

    2.1.3 An atomic formula is an expression bf the form as(tb･･･,t.), where

           SP is n-ary.

    2.1.4 Well-formed formulas (wff), or formulas for short are defined recur-

           sively as follows:

      1) An atomic formula is a formula.
      2) If 1.t, b are formulas, then Nlt, uVb, ,lt&b, lt->b are formulas.

      3) If u is a formula, then (Vg) it and (]g) lt are formulas.

      4) The formulas consist exactly of those expressions generated by 1), 2),

          and 3).

    A first-order language is now defined to be a language in which the symbols

and formulas are described above. Next, we !et bs,,...,g. (tb -･･,t,,) designate the term

obtained from b by replacing all free occurrences of gb･ny･,g,, by ti,･･',t. respec-

tively, and we let ?Ie,,...,E,,(ti,･･･,t.) designate the formula El[ by replacing all free

occurrences of gb ･･･, x. by tb ･･･, t., but we shal! omit the subscripts gb ･･･, g. when

they are immaterial or clear from the context.

  ･2.2 Interpretation'

    We now turn to a description of the semantics of the first-order language.
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    2. 2. 1 An interpretation f for L consists of the following:

      1) A nonempty set q called the universe of L The elements of U are
          called the individuals of L

      2) For each n-ary function symbol f of L, an n-ary function fr from U'L

          to U (in particular, for each constant e of L, er is an individual of I).

      3) For each n-ary predicate symbol 8 of L, an n-ary predicate 8r in
          Uc,

    We note that any formula containing free variables cannot be evaluated
by the above interpretation. Thus, we shall assume either that formulas do not

contain free variables (the closed formula), or that free variables are treated as

constants.

    2.2.2 Validity and Satisfiabi!ity

    Given a weil-formed formula and an interpretation L we can determine
whether a formula is true or Rot by using the usual truth tables for N, V, &,

and ->, and interpreting the universally and existentially quantified variables in

the standard way.

    A formula is calied satisfiable if it is true in at least one interpretation in

at least one universe, otherwise unsatisfiable. A formula is called valid i{ it is

true under every interpretation (in every universe). CIearly, ut is valid if and

only if rvut is unsatisfiable.

    Here, we must mention the validity problem of the first-order logic. Actually,

finding a general decision procedure to verify the validity (unsatisfiability) was

considered long ago. But, Church and Turing independently showed that there
is no general decision procedure (algorithm) to check the validity of formulas of

the first-order logic, i. e., the validity problem of the first-order logic is undeci-

dable. However, therce are proof procedures which can verify that a formula is

valid if indeed it is valid, Le., the validity problem of the first-order Iogic is

semidecidable. For satisfiable formulas, these procedures in general will never

terminate. In view of the result of Church and Turing, this is the best we can

expect to obtain from a proof procedure.

  2.3 Construction rules of tableaux

    We restrict the form of formula to be proved to the prenex normal form
with no existential quantifiers, without loss of generality. That is, it is a well-

known result of quantification theory that any formula can be put into prenex

normal form with no existential quantifiers by standardizing variables, eliminating

existential quafitifiers by the introduction of Skolem functions, moving all uni-

versal quantifiers to the front of the formula. Strictly speaking, this is guarante-

ed by the following theorem:

    Theorem 2-1 (Skolem's theorem). Every wff ut can be transformed into a
wff ut' in prenex normal form and that existential quantifiers in the prenex for-

mula can be replaced by function symbols (Skolem function) in such a way that

?I is satisfiable if and only if V[' is satisfiable.
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    After all, our rules for the construction of tableaux are applied only to a set

of formulas of the form

        (VXi) ''' (Vg.) ut, ･
  '
where & JEgj, for iiEj, and ut is a quantifier free formula (matrix).

    A modified analytic tableaux for aformula to be proved is an ordered dyadic

tree, whose points are formulas, which is constructed by the following ru}es:

          tNt t"V ut
      1)

          ut&S8 N(ut&8)      2)ut NwrIN%-
            %

          atVEI} r-(wrV%)
      3)          ut1% Nwr
                           Ns

                         N(ut->8)           ut p-. SB
      4)Li:::'tt''TSIIS' ""-"E!II'r

                           t-vSB

           (v g) ut
                       , where t is any term.      5)
            ut (t)

                      3. Modified Analytic Tableaux

    In this chapter, we give a combined proof procedure of resolution method and

analytic tableaux method, which is called modified analytic tableaux5>, and prove

its completeness. Tableaux method, which R. M. Smullyan terms6) "analytic tab-

Ieaux", is a variant of. the "semantic tableaux" of Beth, or of methods of Hin-

tikka. Ultimately, the whole idea is derived from Gentzen and Herbrand.

  3.1 Proof procedure based on modified analytic tableaux

    In order to construct a proof procedure based on modified analytic tableaux,

we describe some definitions and theorem without proof. We use the Ietter "cr"

to stand for any formula of conjunctive type -i. e. one of the four forms wr & %,

N(wrv%), t-v(wr->%), r-v rvut, the letter "P" to stand for any formula of disjunctive

type -i.e. one of the three forms utV%, N(wr&%), ut.%. And we refer to cri

as the first component of a and cr2 as the second component of cr, similarly for

P. We use C`r" to denote any formula of the form (Vx) ut and for any term t,

by r(t) we mean EVIE(t).

    We now classify the rules in section 2. 3 into three groups for simplicity.

      Rule A: -`-'..
                ex!

                ev2
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      R.le B: -B,eP2

      Rule c: rlt) ,with proviso. '

    3. 1. 1 A tableaux is called closed if every branch is an ordered dyadic tree

           which has two formulas, one of which is the negation of the other,

           otherwise it is open.

    Theorem 3-1 (Unification theorem). Let S be any finite nonempty set of
well-formed formulas. If S is unifiable, then S is most generally unifiable with

most general unifier a; moreover, for any unifier pt of S there is a substitution R

such that Ft==ffk '
    Proof procedure: We start the tableaux by placing the formulas to be
proved at the origin. Next, our tree generation procedure is divided into two

phases. The first phase is to use only the quantification rule C because our
initial formula is prenex normal form with no existential quantifiers. Although

universally quantified variables may be replaced by any term, in order to apply

the unification algorithm after having generated the tree to some extent, it is

necessary to rename all bound variables occurring in a set of formulas to be pro-

ved so that no bound variables occurring in any two formulas of the set have the

same name, and we simply eliminate the universal quantifiers prefixed to the

formulas. Furthermore, we consider the resulting set of formulas as if each

element of the set were saturated by any term. In this phase, the tableaux

has only one branch since we do not use ru}e B. The second phase is to use

the rule A, B Assuming that we have concluded the n-th stage. Then
our next act is determined as follows. If the tabieaux already is closed by
applying the unification algorithm to the set of formulas on the each branch of

generated tree (note that all bound variables with same name on every branch

of the tree should be replaced by the same term simultaneously), or every open

branch of the tableaux has been used, then we stop. If neither, then we pick

a point X which has not yet been used and extend the tableaux as follows:

We take every,open branch 0 passing through the point Xl and
      1) If X is an cr, we extend 0 to the branch (0, cri, a2).

      2) If X is a P, then we simultaneously extend 0 to･the two branches
          (e, Pi) and (0, P2). ･

This concludes the stage n+1 of our procedure.

    3. 1.2 By a finished tableaux we mean a modified analytic tableaux which

           is either infinite, or else finite but can not be extended further by

           continuing the above procedure.

  3.2 Completeness theorein

    In this section, we prove the completeness theorem of the proof procedure

based on the modified analytic tableaux.

    We begin by noting that under any interpretation the following three facts
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hold. Assuming that S is any set of formulas.

      1)IfSissatisfiableandaeS,then(S,crba2)issatisfiable. ,
                                                                 '      2) If S is satisfiable and PeS, then at least one of the two sets (S, Pi),

          (sS; P2) is satisfiable.

      3) If S is satisfiable and rES, then for every terin t, the set (S, r(t)) is

          satisfiable.

We should note that the fact 3) is evaluated by substituting individgals under any

interpretation to the bound variables occurring in the terms. In what follows,

we define a version of Hintikka set and prove a version of Hintikka's lemma
for the purpose of our formulation of proof procedure.

    3. 2.1 By Hintikka set we mean a set of H such that the following condi-

           tions hold for every a, P, r.

      1) No atomic element and its negation are both in Lll,

      2) If crEH then evb a2 are both in Hl

      3) If PEH] then PiGHor P2GH
      4) If rEH] then for every term t, r(t)EH

    Lemma (Hintlkka's lemma). Every Hintikka set H is satisfiable.

    Proof. We must find an interpretation in which all elements of Hare true.
For every atomic formula Sl[S(tb ･･･, t.), give it the value "true" if E¥3(tb ･･-, t.) is

an element of H] "false" if Nas(tb･･･,t.) is an element of H We must show
that each element wr of H is true under this atomic interpretation. We do this

by induction on the degree of X. If wr is of degree O, it is immediate. Assum-

ing that QI is of positive degree and that every element of H of lower degree is

true. Since wr is not of degree O; then it is either a, P orZ If it is an ev or P,

then it is true since if it is an ev, then avi, ev2 are both in ILI] hence it would be

true by induction hypothesis, hence a is true; if it is a P, then at least one of

Bi, P2 is in Hl and hence true, so P is true. Assuming that it is a r, then for

every term t, r<t) EHby 4), but every r(t) is of a lower degree than r, hence

true by induction hypothesis. Hence r must be true.

    As easily seen, for any finished tableaux, every open branch is a Hintikka

sequence (for denumerable set of terms). Frorp this and Hintikka's lemma, the
following theorem holds6):

ouslyT sh
aet?.srfieaMble3J2' in anY finished tableaux 7'; every open branch is simultane.

Finaily we obtain:

    Theorem 3-3 (Completeness theorem). If W is valid, then ut is provable, i. e.

there exists a c}osed tableaux for Nwt by the proof procedure based on the mod-

ified analytic tableaux.

    Proof. Assuming that ax is valid. Let T be the finished tableaux starting

"yur. If an open branch 0 of T can not,be closed by the unification algorithm,

the open branch e satisfies the conditions for the Hintikka set from the construc-

tiQ,n of the modified analytic tableaux, hence 0 would be satisfiable, contrary to

the hypothesis that ur is valid, ,.
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    Example, Consider the following valid formula;

        (Vz{) (av) (Vzv) (V c) (]y) [P(w, zv)VP(w, x) .P(u, y)] .

The initial formula to be proved is the unsatisfiable formula of prenex normal

form with no existential quantifiers which are eliminated by O-ary Skolem func-

tion a and 1-ary Skolem function symbols f g as follows;

        (Vw) (Vy) [t-(P(z,, f(v))VP(w, g(℃))-P(a, y))] .

We illustrate the example of the modified analytic tableaux in Fig. 1, correspond-

ing to that of resolution method in Fig. 2.

                (Tl) (V'v)(Vy)[-(P('v,f(v))VP(w,g(v))-P(a,y))]
                                     1
                (T 2)                         N(P('v,.J`'('v))VP('v, g(v))-P(a, y))
                                     1.
                (T 3) ･-P(a., y)
                                     l
                (T4) 1'('v,.f'(w)>VP(w,g('v))

                (T5) P<'v,f(x,)) P<v,g('v))
                         01 e2
                   Fig. 1. Example of modified analytic tableaux

                (Rl)P('v,f(v))VP('v,g(xJ)) from(T2)

                (R2) ･-P(a,y) from(T2)
                (R 3) P<a,g(a)) a resolvent of (R l) and <R 2) by
                                          substitution (a7'v,f(a)ly)

                (R4)[I](nullclause) aresolventof(R2)and(R3)by
                                          substitution (g (a.)/y)

                      Fig. 2. Examp]e of resolution method

    Now, we can easily see that an open branch ei to be closed by substitu-
tion al?y and f(a)!y in Fig. 1 corresponds to a resolvent (R 3) in Fig. 2, 02 ciosed

by g(a)ly corresponds to a null resolvent (R 4).

                     4. Discussions and Applications

    In this chapter, we discuss informally the main features of our proof proce-

dure in relation to the resolution method and Gentzen-type proof procedure5'7),

and describe the applications to program synthesis and hypothesis-generation.

  4.1 Some advantageous features

    We have obtained the proof procedure based on the modified analytic tab-

leaux by the natural combination of aspect of resolution, i. e. unification and

that of analytic tableaux, i, e. tree structure. These methods are closely similar

to each other in that their proof procedures are based on refutation procedure,

in other words, reductio ad absurdum. Accordingly, they suggest a way to avoid

the impossibility of enumerating all models. On the one hand, there is a very
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interesting aspect between resolution rnethod and Gentzen-type formal system.

In the resolution method, we use only one inference rule, resolution principle.

That is, we infer irom two clauses Si and S2 the resolvent:

        ((Sl,- 2,) 6 U((IS,- 2,) if

by the most general unifying substitution a so that gia and 82o are complemen-

tary literals, where RiE Gi and 82E (g2. In Gentzen-type formal system, we can

prove theorem without inference figure, cut rule3):

        Nsssitt! NSkssitttt
          NNsLtt xstt
         r->d,ut ut,ll->A

            r,fl.A,A ,

which may be essentially considered as the same form as the resolution principle,

On the other hand, as readily seen, from the form of the rules of inference,

our rules for constructing the modified analytic tableaux are as natural a form

as Gentzen-type inference rule. They are also goal-oriented, that is, a formula

to be proved is decomposed into subgoals which correspond to lemmas in
mathematics by the rules of inference. In Gentzen-type method, we test whether

those subgoals are axioms simultaneously, and in our method, whether they
include contradictions, i.e., formulas and their negations simultaneously. Thus,

from the above considerations we can see that our method has main features

of both resolution method and Gentzen-type procedure.

    In addition to the above features, other characteristic features of our proof

procedure may be suggested as follows:

    1) The matrix part of the initial formula to be proved is not a conjunctive

normal form. In order to transform any formula into conjunctive normal form,
we should replace, for example, (wr & EB)Vig by (atVC)&(E5Vag). This causes the

complexity of the formula to increase because of the duplication of formula ag.

    2) The main task of our proof procedure is to construct a semantic proof

tree, although the major feature of the resolution method is the uniformity of

the proof procedure which results in producing many resolvents which are not

related to a proof and consuming time and space in a computer.

･ 3) We can add the resolvents constructed by the resolution principle from

any two clauses to the set of formulas to be proved if desired, since this is

guaranteed by the following theorem'):

    Theorem 4-1. Given two clauses Si and S2, a resolvent S of Si and S2
is a logical consequence of agi and ng2.

  4.2 Illustrative examples y
    We can not give a precise formulation to problems to be considered as appli-

cation of our proof procedure, but can only conceptually describe the possibilities

of applying our proof procedure with examples,

    Example 4-1. 'We consider the problem of program synthesis in the same
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way as Waldinger and Lee8) in our formal system. Assuming that we wish to
write a program of the characteristic function of the predicate "Atom" in LISP.

The axiom we need and program specification can be written as follows;

       (V.x) Equal (x, x) ,
       (Vx) (ly) [(Atom (x) & Equal (y, 1))V(tvAtom (x) & Equal (y, O))].

Hence, the unsatisfiable set of formulas is

        .f(vx) Equal (x, x), l
        l(Vy) [N((Atom (a) & Equal (y, 1))v(NAtom (a) & Equal (y, o)))]1''

Then, the corresponding modified analytic tableaux is given in Fig. 3.

                           Equal (x, x)
                         -{Atlom(a)&Equal(y,1)VNAtom(a)&Equal(y,O))

                             L
                         .-tAtom(a)V.vEqua!(y,1)
                             1
                           Atom(a)V.-vEqual(y,O)

.v Atom (a) ･-v Equal (y, 1)

    03

         Atom(a) .vEqual(y,O)

          Ol 02
                   Fig. 3. A tableaux for program synthesis

In Fig. 3, e2, e3 is closed by O!y, 11y respectively. From this modified analytic

tableaux, it will be possible to extract the necessary information to construct a

program satisfying the given speeification as well as the information extracting

method of resolution. In this case, the resulting program may be written as,

for example,

       if Atom(x) then y<--1 else yeO ;.

    Example 4-2. We consider the problem of hypothesis generation whose
object is to find the lacking hypotheses (or premises) by deduction9). This prob-

lem is very important because it is generally difficult and, error-prone to specify

a problem which can be formulated as a proof of theorem in a certain complete

logical form. If we wish to find some hypothesis lacking in the following set

of formulas,

        f(vx) [C (x) E･ I;V(x) & R (x)] ,l

        1(vy)[-D(y)vNR(y)] 1',

Then, the modified analytic tableaux with which we are concerned is in Fig. 4.
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                             .unknown hypotheses
                                   1
                               C(x) -h･ W(x) & R(:v)
                                   I .l
                              -v D (y)V -v R (y)

                               A' '

                           ･-C(x) W(x)&R(x) '
                                     IV(::)

                                       l ･,.
                                      RCx)

                               ND(y) -･R(y)
                   Fig. 4. A tableaux for hypothesis generation

From this tableaux, we have a formula (Vx) (C(x) & D(`x)) as a possible interes-

ting formula. Because, by (Vx)(C(x) &D(x)) we can close all branches of
the tableaux.

    Up to this point, we have considered applications without describing the

concrete procedures. As future research, we will implement modified analytic

tableaux, formulate effective algorithms for these applications and also it will be

necessary for us to make further improvements of the modified analytic tableaux

in order to apply our procedure to practica} problems, In particuiar, it will be

helpful for improvements to study in what manner useful strategies for resolution

method affect the tree form of tableaux. Furthermore, it seems to be of con-

siderable interest that the tableaux method may be extended in such a way that

the treatment of other logical operators, for example, [I] (necessity) or Q (possi-

bility) in modai logic'O) is possible.
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